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TOP2017 Proposal 

…Braga and Guimarães…. 

the birth of a nation…..many….many years ago!  
all about family….. 
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Transport: 
Best to fly to Porto (Sa Carneiro Airport)  
50km from venue  
Many connections: TAP,Swiss,Lufthansa, Easyjet, Ryanair,…etc. 
Buses on Arrival and Depart from airport to venue 
specific hours on arrival and depart (will require registration!)  
Possible to fly to Lisbon (careful: it is far away, 
around 350km from venue on highway, train, plane) 

the venue: How to get there?  
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the venue: what to find there?  



The Hotels: 
Hotel do Elevador (4 star) 
(hotels with free wifi, parking)  
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the venue: what to find there?  

Hotel do Lago (3 star) 



The Hotels: 
Hotel do Parque (4 star) 
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the venue: what to find there?  

Hotel do Templo (4 star)  
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….that’s where talks, posters, lunch, coffee breaks happen 

Conference Room:  
140 people 
all facilities 
small rooms 
(Q&A and 

IAC meetings) 

splendid view over Braga 

Colunata Events:
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Arrival day: 17 September 2017   
1) pick up bus @ airport: 3 buses, different times 
   (in addition to public transportation takes ~45min.) 
2) welcome drink @ 18h30   
3) dinner @ 20h00 (…..this is Portugal, we eat reasonably late!) 

Departure day: 22 September 2017   
1) pick up bus @ Hotel do Templo after lunch (3 buses, different times) 
2) lunch or lunch pack at departure 

Workshop dinner: thursday evening   
Hotel Prices and conditions: 
1)  Hotel Parque, Hotel do Elevador, Hotel do Templo (all 4*): 

Single=62 €, Double=76 €, Suite(2 pax)=140€ 
2) Hotel do Lago (3*): 

Single=38 €, Double=45 € 
All Hotels in the same complex; All clients can use the swimming pool,  

turkish bath, jacuzzi and cardio-fitness room located at Hotel do Templo 
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Conference room: Sala Torre (1st floor of Colunata Events) 
1) easily accommodate 140 people 
2) main table and stage, microphones and projectors   
3) free wifi 

Q&A Room: Sala Templo (Hotel do Templo) 
1) comfortable for 50 people 
2) white board, microphones and projectors   
3) free wifi 

IAC Meeting Room/Supporting Room:  
Sala Lazer (Hotel do Elevador)  
1) comfortable for 10/15 people 
2) free wifi 

Excursions: choice among 2 destinations  
(Porto and Guimarães) 

Conference Fee: 200 € 
Covers: conference bag, excursions, use of all facilities, transportation  
from/to airport, all meals, coffee breaks, etc.



looking forward to see you @ TOP2017


